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At the end of this workshop,
you are expected to: 

identify the definition ofidentify the definition of
a lesson plan.a lesson plan.

identify the importanceidentify the importance
of a lesson plan.of a lesson plan.

discuss the best ways ofdiscuss the best ways of
writing a lesson plan.writing a lesson plan.

identify the differentidentify the different
parts of a lesson plan.parts of a lesson plan.

write a lesson planwrite a lesson plan
correctly.correctly.



A  lesson plan is the
instructor's road map
of what students need

to learn and how it
will be done

effectively during the
class time.





It equips you with a general outline of your
goals and the things you need to achieve.

It makes it possible to adjust to unexpected
occurrences in the classroom and make

changes to the lesson plan when necessary.



It prevents waste because it helps the
teacher to be systematic and orderly. It

saves him form haphazard teaching.

It is an evidence that the teacher
understands what is working/not working

during the lesson.



Learning
objectives

statements that define what students are expected to
learn.

Anticipated
problems 

the act of looking forward/ teachers should be ready to
deal with what-ifs and predict what might go wrong, and
prepare themselves to deal with it.

Materials

any collection of materials including animate and
inanimate objects and human and non-human resources
that a teacher may use in teaching and learning
situations to help achieve desired learning objectives.



Language
focus/

Language
function

it specifies the elements of the language students need to
work with to achieve the aim that was set.

Procedures 

it is the body of your lesson plan/ it is a step-by-step
instructions that walk you through everything from the
time students enter the classroom until the bell rings at
the end of the period.

Evaluation

it is assessing the effectiveness of teaching, teaching
strategies, methods and techniques. It provides feedback
to the teachers about their teaching  and their students'
learning





At the end of the lesson, students are
expected to:

know new lexical items

write an essay

read a text about healthy food

listen to an interview

use past perfect tense

understand passive voice

appreciate law

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Poor objectives Good objectives 

know new lexical items Identify new lexical items.
Get acquainted  with new lexical items/ vocabulary words.

write an essay Write/ compose a  coherent descriptive essay about festivals .

read a text about healthy
food

Read a text about healthy food to answer comprehension
questions/ for specific information.

listen to an interview Listen to an interview about technical problems to answer
comprehension questions.

use past perfect tense Use past perfect tense correctly.
Form sentences using past perfect tense.

understand passive voice Change active sentences into passive voice correctly.
Apply passive voice to sentences correctly.

appreciate law Evaluate the importance of law orally.





Bloom’s Level Key Verbs (keywords)

Create
design, formulate, build, invent, create, compose, generate, derive,

modify, develop.

Evaluate
choose, support, relate, determine, defend, judge, grade, compare,

contrast, argue, justify, support, convince, select, evaluate.

Analyze
classify, break down, categorize, analyse, diagram, illustrate,

criticise, simplify, associate.

Apply
calculate, predict, apply, solve, illustrate, use, demonstrate,

determine, model, perform, present.

Understand
describe, explain, paraphrase, restate, give original examples of,

Summarise, contrast, interpret, discuss.

Remember
list, recite, outline, define, name, match, quote, recall, identify,

label, recognise.



Procedures



Matching words with
their definitions.

1.

2. Students are to
answer Ex. 1.

Before



Matching words with
their definitions.

1. Asking students to
match words with their

definitions. 

1.

2. Students are to answer
Ex. 1.

2. Asking students to
answer Ex. 1 on page: 12 in

pairs/ groups.

Before After



Evaluation

achieved active 

satisfied 

objectives students

myself



 What went well in

the lesson?

what do you need

to improve? 

1.

2.



Task



 suggest
objectives for
the following

lesson 





Identify new lexical items.

Read a text about human

values to answer

comprehension questions.

1.

2.






